Interstitial branching is an important mechanism for target innervation in the developing CNS. A previous study of cortical neurons in vitro showed that the terminal growth cone pauses and enlarges in regions from which interstitial axon branches later develop (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . In the present study, we investigated how target-derived signals affect the morphology and behaviors of growth cones leading to development of axon branches. We used bath and local application of a targetderived growth factor, FGF-2, on embryonic pyramidal neurons from the sensorimotor cortex and used time-lapse digital imaging to monitor effects of FGF-2 on axon branching. Observations of developing neurons over periods of several days showed that bath-applied FGF-2 significantly increased growth cone size and slowed growth cone advance, leading to a threefold increase in axon branching. FGF-2 also had acute effects on growth cone morphology, promoting rapid growth of filopodia within minutes. Application of FGF-2-coated beads promoted local axon branching in close proximity to the beads. Branching was more likely to occur when the FGF-2 bead was on or near the growth cone, suggesting that distal regions of the axon are more responsive to FGF-2 than other regions of the axon shaft. Together, these results show that interstitial axon branches can be induced locally through the action of a targetderived growth factor that preferentially exerts effects on the growth cone. We suggest that, in target regions, growth factors such as FGF-2 and other branching factors may induce formation of collateral axon branches by enhancing the pausing and enlargement of primary growth cones that determine future branch points.
Interstitial branching is an important mechanism for target innervation in the developing CNS. A previous study of cortical neurons in vitro showed that the terminal growth cone pauses and enlarges in regions from which interstitial axon branches later develop (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . In the present study, we investigated how target-derived signals affect the morphology and behaviors of growth cones leading to development of axon branches. We used bath and local application of a targetderived growth factor, FGF-2, on embryonic pyramidal neurons from the sensorimotor cortex and used time-lapse digital imaging to monitor effects of FGF-2 on axon branching. Observations of developing neurons over periods of several days showed that bath-applied FGF-2 significantly increased growth cone size and slowed growth cone advance, leading to a threefold increase in axon branching. FGF-2 also had acute effects on growth cone morphology, promoting rapid growth of filopodia within minutes. Application of FGF-2-coated beads promoted local axon branching in close proximity to the beads. Branching was more likely to occur when the FGF-2 bead was on or near the growth cone, suggesting that distal regions of the axon are more responsive to FGF-2 than other regions of the axon shaft. Together, these results show that interstitial axon branches can be induced locally through the action of a targetderived growth factor that preferentially exerts effects on the growth cone. We suggest that, in target regions, growth factors such as FGF-2 and other branching factors may induce formation of collateral axon branches by enhancing the pausing and enlargement of primary growth cones that determine future branch points.
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In many pathways, such as those projecting from the cerebral cortex, the primary growth cone at the axon tip guides the axon along the pathway but does not grow directly into targets. Instead, collateral branches extend interstitially from the axon shaft in the region of the target (O'Leary et al., 1990; Bastmeyer and O'Leary, 1996) . For example, pathways arising from layer five projection neurons in the somatosensory cortex develop connections in vivo by branching of interstitial collaterals (O'Leary and Terashima, 1988; O'Leary et al., 1990; Norris and Kalil, 1992; Kuang and Kalil, 1994) , and in vitro pyramidal neurons also develop interstitial axon branches (Szebenyi et al., 1998) .
There is increasing evidence that target-derived cues affect not only the guidance of the primary axon (Letourneau, 1978; Gundersen and Barrett, 1979; McFarlane et al., 1995; Song et al., 1997) but also the extension of collateral branches. Recently, for example, the mammalian slit 2N protein was shown to stimulate collateral axon branching on rat dorsal root ganglion neurons (Wang et al., 1999) . Neurotrophins also regulate formation of terminal arbors and promote collateral sprouting. For example brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) augments the branching and complexity of optic axon terminal arbors in Xenopus tectum (Cohen-Cory and Fraser, 1995; Lom and Cohen-Cory, 1999) , BDNF and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5) increase branch length on regenerating retinal ganglion cell axons (Sawai et al., 1996) , NT-3 promotes collateral sprouting of corticospinal axons (Schnell et al., 1994; Grill et al., 1997) , and fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) enhance neurite branching and process length of hippocampal neurons (Miyagawa et al., 1993; Aoyagi et al., 1994; Lowenstein and Arsenault, 1996; Shitaka et al., 1996) .
In a previous study of cortical projection neurons in vitro (Szebenyi et al., 1998) , we found that axon branches develop as a consequence of pausing behaviors by growth cones that enlarge and leave filopodial or lamellipodial remnants on the axon from which axon branches later emerge. Similar growth cone behaviors had been observed before axon branching in target regions of living cortical slices (Halloran and Kalil, 1994) . Together, these results suggested that the growth cone could undergo pausing and branching in response to target-derived signals. Several in vitro studies have shown that local application of a growth factor can elicit lamellipodial activity or branch-like protrusions (Gallo and Letourneau, 1998) along the axon shaft of cultured neurons. Therefore, in the present study, we used bath application of a widely distributed growth factor, FGF-2, to investigate how target-derived signals affect the morphology and behaviors of growth cones and development of axon branches. To determine whether some regions of the axon may be more sensitive to branch-inducing growth factors, we also applied FGF-2-coated beads to localized regions of the axon shaft and growth cone. Time-lapse imaging was used to monitor the effects of FGF-2 on axon branching of cultured embryonic pyramidal neurons from the sensorimotor cortex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture. All reagents were purchased from Life Technologies (Grand Island, N Y) unless specified. Cultures were prepared from cortical tissue obtained from embryonic day 15 Syrian golden hamster fetuses (Mesocricetus auratus). The pregnant mother was anesthetized with ϳ30 mg of Nembutal (Abbot Laboratories, North Chicago, IL). Fetuses were removed under aseptic conditions and transferred to cold PBS. Skulls were removed, and the forebrains were transferred to ice-cold dissection medium (Hibernate-E supplemented with B27, 0.3% glucose, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 10 M gentamycin sulfate). After the meninges were removed, the sensorimotor cortex was dissected out and minced into small pieces. Cortical pieces were dissociated with 0.025% trypsin for 15 min at 37°C in HBSS (without magnesium and calcium chloride), 0.27 mM EDTA, and 0.05% DNase I (Sigma, St. L ouis, MO) with gentle agitation every 5 min, followed by gentle trituration four to six times in serum-containing media (SC M) [10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Hyclone, L ogan, UT), 1ϫ B27 supplement, 0.3% glucose, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 10 M gentamycin sulfate in Neurobasal medium]. Undissociated pieces of tissue were allowed to settle, the cell suspension was collected, and the trituration was repeated twice with fresh SC M. Pooled cell suspensions were centrif uged at 8 ϫ g for 5 min, resuspended in fresh SC M, and counted on a hemocytometer.
Neurons were cultured on plain (Fisher Scientific, Itasca, IL) or etched-grid (Bellco, Vineland, NJ) coverslips coated with 0.5 mg /ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma) in borate buffer for 1 hr, rinsed three times with distilled water, and then coated with 20 g /ml laminin in Neurobasal medium at 36°C for at least 3 hr. For immunocytochemistry, neurons were grown on Lab-Tek eight-well chamber slides (Nunc, Naperville, IL) coated in a similar manner. Neurons were plated in SC M at densities ranging from 1000 to 2000 cells/cm 2 (5000 -10,000 cells/cm 2 for immunocytochemistry). After 1-2 hr, medium was changed to a serum-free formulation (SFM) (Neurobasal medium with B27 supplement, 0.3% glucose, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 10 M gentamycin sulfate). Cultures were maintained at 36°C in 5% C O 2 for 4 -6 d; for some experiments, approximately half of the medium was exchanged with fresh SFM every 2 d. These conditions resulted in neuronal cultures that remained viable for 5-7 d in the presence of very few glial cells (Ͻ5%). For acute observations, experiments were performed on cells that were cultured for 24 hr.
For the bath application experiments, FGF-2 (Promega, Madison, W I) in SFM was added at various times to the dishes in a volume of Ͻ5% of the total medium volume. For some experiments, heparin (from porcine intestinal mucosa; Sigma) was also added; it was first dissolved in PBS and boiled for 5 min. These factors were washed out in some experiments with at least two complete changes of medium.
Heparin-FGF beads. Amino-coupled polystyrene microspheres 3 m in diameter were obtained by custom order from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). T wo types of beads were used, either yellow -green fluorescent or nonfluorescent, so that both could be added to each dish, and their identity was determined using epifluorescence microscopy. Beads were covalently coupled to heparin. The high-affinity of this molecule for FGF-2 then allowed us to noncovalently couple the growth factor to the beads in its biologically active form (Niswander et al., 1993) . Beads were washed two times in PBS and pelleted by centrif ugation at 15,000 ϫ g for 7 min. Then the beads were resuspended in 8% glutaraldehyde in PBS and incubated for 4 -6 hr (all incubations were performed at room temperature with end-over-end mixing of the tubes). After two washes in PBS, beads were incubated in 40 g /ml heparin in PBS overnight. (Heparin was added from a 10 mg /ml heparin stock solution boiled for 5 min.) Heparin-coated beads were pelleted and incubated in 0.2 M ethanolamine in PBS (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) for 30 min. Beads were washed twice in PBS and transferred to a new tube in PBS. Heparin-coupled beads were incubated in either 100 ng /l FGF-2 in PBS or 100 ng /l bovine serum albumin (Sigma) in PBS for 1 hr. Finally, beads were washed three times in PBS and resuspended in PBS. Beads were counted on a hemocytometer, and 15,000 -20,000 beads/cm 2 were applied to each dish 24 hr after cell plating. Imaging began 2 hr after bead addition, which was enough time for the majority of the beads to settle onto the substrate. Axons that were in contact with beads were imaged daily for 4 -5 d. Several experiments were performed so that each bead type (fluorescent or nonfluorescent) could be coupled to either FGF or BSA to control for any differences in the two types of beads. In some cases, heparin -FGF beads were stained with a rabbit polyclonal anti-FGF-2 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) to assess whether the loading of beads with the growth factor was successf ul.
Microscopy and dig ital imag ing. Imaging was performed as described previously (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . Briefly, the culture dishes were sealed to prevent pH changes and transferred to the heated stage of a Z eiss (Thornwood, N Y) 35M inverted microscope. Cortical neurons were viewed with a 20ϫ/0.5 numerical aperture (NA) Neofluor objective under phase-contrast optics and imaged with a MicroMax cooled CCD digital camera (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ) controlled by a Metamorph-based digital imaging system (Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA). To observe acute affects of FGF-2, we observed changes in growth cone morphology with differential interference contrast (DIC) optics and a 63ϫ/1.4 NA Plan-Apochromat objective (Z eiss). For the bead experiments, a fluorescence image was acquired using a fluorescent filter set along with the phase image so that bead types could be distinguished.
For some experiments, neurons were selected and imaged before FGF treatment or bead application and were followed over the course of several days by using the etchings on the coverslips as landmarks. Other experiments involved imaging neurons at one time point only, 4 d after plating. In this case, unetched coverslips were used.
Immunoc ytochemistr y. We stained for FGF receptors FR-1, FR-2, and FR-3 using rabbit polyclonal antibodies from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Slides were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA) in Krebs' buffer (in mM: 145 NaC l, 5 KC l, 1.2 CaCl 2 , 1.3 MgC l 2 ⅐ H 2 0, 1.2 NaH 2 PO 4 , 10 glucose, and 20 mM H EPES) with 0.4 M sucrose (all reagents from Sigma) at 37°C for 20 min. They were rinsed several times in PBS and then blocked-permeabilized in 10% FBS, 10% donkey serum (DS) (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA), and 0.05-0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS at room temperature for 20 min. Primary antibodies were diluted 1:100 in 3% DS and 0.1% T ween 20 (Sigma) in PBS and incubated with cells at 4°C for 14 -16 hr. Slides were washed four times for 8 min in 50 -250 ml of 0.2% T ween 20 in PBS. C y3-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch) was applied in 3% DS and 0.1% T ween 20 in PBS at a dilution of 1:200 for 1 hr at room temperature. Slides were washed four times as before and coverslipped. They were observed using a rhodamine filter set with a 63ϫ/1.4 NA Plan-Apochromat objective on a Z eiss 35M inverted microscope.
Heparin -FGF or heparin -BSA beads were stained with a rabbit polyclonal anti-FGF-2 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at a dilution of 1:200. The procedure was identical to that used for the neurons, except that all incubations and washes were performed in microf uge tubes. The tubes were centrif uged between steps to pellet the beads so that the solutions could be removed.
Data anal ysis. All measurements were performed using the morphometric analysis tools of Metamorph. We chose for analysis neurons with pyramidal morphologies having only one process 100 m or longer after 4 d in culture. Such neurons were likely to be cortical projection neurons that branch interstitially in vivo (Kuang and Kalil, 1994) and in vitro (Szebenyi et al., 1998) .
For the initial experiments on the effect of bath-applied FGF on branching, total axon length was measured, as well as the number of axon branches Ͼ30 m in length. The number of primary axon branches was determined by counting branch points along the longest neurite. Additionally, we counted the number and position of branching regions and the number of branches per region. A single branching region was defined as a 70 m axon region that had one or several branches, the same definition as in our previous study (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . For acute experiments (i.e., 1 hr), we chose neurons cultured for 24 hr whose axons had not yet branched. For the bead experiments, regions of axon only 10 m on either side of a bead directly touching the axon were considered. For these experiments, we narrowed the size of the branching region to ensure that only branches induced by the local release of FGF-2 were counted.
For the growth rate experiments, the time stamps associated with each image file by Metamorph were used to automatically calculate the time interval between successive images in E xcel 97 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). This time interval, combined with the change in axon length between the two images, allowed the calculation of average growth rate for that time interval. Some experiments involved measuring growth cone area; this was performed in Metamorph with the region tool.
Statistical analysis was performed using E xcel 97 and Sigmaplot 4.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL) softwares. Images were processed with Metamorph 3.6 and Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe Systems, Mountain View, CA). Figures were prepared directly from digital files. Images shown in the figures were modified using the unsharp mask filter and brightness-contrast adjustment tools in Photoshop to enhance detail and contrast.
RESULTS

FGF-2 increases axon branching
To assess the ability of various growth factors to induce branches on cortical axons, we treated cortical cultures with a battery of growth factors, including BDNF, NT-3, NT-4/5, ciliary neurotrophic factor (CTNF), glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), and several members of the FGF family. Each of these peptide growth factors was bath applied in concentrations varying from 0.1 to 100 ng/ml to cultures of embryonic sensorimotor cortical neurons. Two to 4 d after application of growth factors, we counted and measured axon branches on living neurons with large pyramidal morphologies using computer-assisted morphometric imaging techniques. This survey revealed that, of all the growth factors tested, FGF-1, FGF-2, and IGF-1 were most effective in promoting branching on cortical axons. In contrast, NT-3 and CNTF treatment had only modest effects and BDNF, and NT-4/5 and GDNF had no effect on branching.
Based on this survey, we focused on the branching effects of FGF-2. Using concentrations from 0.1 to 100 ng/ml, we found that 10 ng/ml elicited the most axon branches. Because it is known that heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) are required for many of the biological effects of FGF-2 (Guimond and Turnbull, 1999) , we tested whether heparin, an HSPG substitute, augments FGF-2-induced branching. We found that 1 ng/ml heparin in combination with 10 ng/ml FGF-2 produced maximal branching effects, and thus heparin was included in all of the FGF-2-treated cultures. Two to 24 hr after plating, FGF-2 and heparin were applied to the cultures. In most cases, FGF-2 remained in the culture medium for the duration of the experiments, although we found that application of FGF-2 for as little as 2 hr was sufficient to elicit maximal branching. As shown in Figure 1 , 3 d after treatment with FGF-2, the number of branches per axon had increased approximately threefold compared with untreated controls (Fig.  1 A) . Similar results were obtained with 1-20 ng/ml FGF-2 in 10 independent experiments. Both neurons and glia secrete FGFs, and immunostaining showed that, in our cultures, both neurons and glia express FGF-2 (data not shown). It is likely that heparin also facilitates the effects of endogenous FGF-2. Approximately 70% of FGF-2 treated axons had more than two branches, and 20% of the axons had more than four branches. In contrast in the untreated cortical cultures, almost half of the axons had no branches, only 20% had more than two branches, and none had more than four branches (Fig. 1 B) . As in our previous study of cortical axon branching (Szebenyi et al., 1998) , branches were included only if they were at least 30 m long. Branches typically occurred in clusters, were often tipped by growth cones, and In the treated neuron at the bottom left, growth cones on the axon branches were much larger than in the untreated control. In the treated neuron at the bottom right, the axon has branched into three major branches. On two of these, large numbers of developing branches are beginning to emerge form the lamellipodial expansions along the axon.
frequently rebranched (Fig. 1C) . However, because we only counted primary branches, the threefold increase in branching is actually an underestimate of the total branching.
FGF-2 treatment enlarges growth cones and slows their advance
An important question is how FGF-2 increases axon branching. In a previous study, we found that the primary growth cones at the tips of cortical axons paused for extended time periods, increased fivefold in area, and left behind active regions along the axons from which branches subsequently emerged (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . We also found that the larger the growth cone the more branches developed. Thus, one possibility is that FGF-2 increases axon branching by affecting the size and behaviors of the growth cone. To address this possibility, we first compared rates of growth cone extension in control versus FGF-2-treated cultures. As shown in Figure 2 A, within 6 hr after treatment with FGF-2, rates of growth cone extension had declined to approximately half of that of untreated controls. After 20 hr of FGF-2 treatment, axonal growth rates were still slower compared with controls. Measurements of primary growth cones (at the axon tip), including the entire area of the lamellipodium, showed a small but significant increase after 2 hr of FGF-2 treatment (Fig. 2 B) . By 20 hr, growth cones had doubled in size compared with their size at 6 hr and were nearly twice as large as untreated controls. Typically, the distal segment of the axon became spread and showed high filopodial activity (Fig.  2C) . As shown in Figure 1C (bottom left), even growth cones at the tips of primary and secondary branches were also noticeably enlarged compared with growth cones on branches of untreated neurons. This figure (bottom right) also shows a dramatic example of several enlarged remnants of growth cone lamellipodia on the shaft of an FGF-2-treated cortical axon. Numerous axon branches are beginning to emerge from these active regions. These results suggest that FGF-2 may increase axon branching by slowing and enlarging the growth cone.
FGF-2 has acute effects on growth cone morphology
Bath application of FGF-2 to the culture medium promoted branching over several days. To determine whether FGF-2 also has acute effects on cortical growth cones and axons, we performed time-lapse imaging of neurons for 20 min before adding FGF-2 (100 ng/ml) to the medium and for 40 min in the presence of FGF-2. Images were acquired every 30 sec. After addition of FGF-2, the most striking change at the growth cone was an increase in length of filopodia. For each growth cone (n ϭ 4), ϳ20 filopodia were measured from the edge of the lamellipodia to the filopodial tips at 3 min intervals during the entire 60 min observation period. Average filopodial length did not change significantly before addition of FGF-2. However, as shown in the graphs in Figure 3A , within 10 min of FGF-2 addition to the medium, filopodia that were typically 1-2 m had increased noticeably in length and appeared to be more active. By the end of the 40 min, filopodia had at least doubled in length and in some cases grew to 5-6 m. Growth cones remained highly motile during the entire hour but did not advance. FGF-2 had no consistent effect on the size of the lamellipodia. In some cases after addition of FGF-2, we also observed new activity along the axon shaft as either filopodial or lamellar protrusions. In comparison, in control cultures treated with BSA (n ϭ 3), growth cone filopodia remained relatively constant in length during the entire 60 min but were highly motile (Fig. 3B) . Although we plotted filopodial length for individual growth cones (Fig. 3 A, B) , averages across all experi- Figure 2 . FGF-2 decreases rates of axon outgrowth and increases growth cone size. A, Bar graph comparing rates of axon outgrowth in untreated versus FGF-2-treated neurons. Both groups were also treated with 1 ng/ml heparin. FGF-2 treatment started at 24 hr after cell plating. Cells were imaged at 3 hr intervals to obtain growth rates. Numbers below the graph indicate the end of a 3 hr time interval. The same population was followed over time, although some neurons did not survive until the end of the experiment. Numbers above the graphs refer to neurons measured at each time point. *p Ͻ 0.05 in a two-tailed t test. B, Bar graph comparing average growth cone size (area) of untreated versus FGF-2-treated neurons at various time points after plating. FGF-2 was added at 24 hr after plating. Numbers refer to growth cones measured in the same population of neurons over time. Error bars are SEs in each of the graphs. **p Ͻ 0.01 in a two-tailed t test. C, Examples of untreated (top) and FGF-2-treated (bottom) growth cones showing increased growth cone size 2 d after FGF-2 treatment. ments showed that filopodia doubled in length after application of FGF-2 (97.5 Ϯ 16.5% increase) versus an increase of 17.3 Ϯ 13.5% after application of BSA. To assess FGF-2-induced filopodial activity along the axon shaft (n ϭ 8), we determined the number and duration of filopodia 30 min before and 30 min after the addition of FGF-2. Of eight axons, six showed filopodial activity throughout the observation period. In contrast to filopodia on growth cones, axonal filopodia did not lengthen significantly in response to FGF-2, nor did FGF-2 promote filopodia de novo along the axon shaft. However, the duration of filopodia increased from 101 Ϯ 19 sec (n ϭ 21) to 170 Ϯ 47 sec (n ϭ 24). Filopodia extended transiently from the axon and within a few minutes could reach several micrometers in length and were even capable of branching before retracting (Fig. 3C) . We do not know whether any of the filopodia on axons eventually progressed to become actual branches. Lamellipodia were also transient and traveled along the axon shaft in a wave-like manner. These results suggest that within minutes FGF-2 promotes morphological changes that precede axon branching.
FGF receptors are present on embryonic cortical neurons
To determine whether FGF receptors are expressed on cultured embryonic cortical neurons and if so to assess their distribution, we stained the cultures with antibodies against FGF receptors. Four tyrosine kinase FGF receptors have been identified (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999) . Each of these can bind to FGF-2 (Ornitz et al., 1996) , but only FGF receptors 1-3 have been found in differentiated neurons Belluardo et al., 1997; Kalyani et al., 1999) . Using antibodies against these three receptors, we found that FGF receptors 1 and 3 but not 2 were expressed on the cell body and processes of differentiated cortical neurons (Fig. 4) . Immunostaining suggested that receptors were concentrated on large growth cones, but we did not attempt to quantitate these differences. These results suggest that FGF-2 has the potential to affect directly cortical neurons by binding to receptors broadly distributed over the neuron.
FGF-2 acts locally to elicit axon branches
Because FGFs are known to affect transcription rates of many genes (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999) , it is possible that FGF-2-induced branching results from a general enhancement of the basal metabolic rate of the neuron. If this were the case, then branches would be expected to arise randomly along the entire length of the axon. Another possibility is that FGF-2 produces its effects locally on certain regions of the axon, which would result in more branches in some regions of the axons than in others. To assess the distribution of FGF-2-induced branches along the axon, we compared the location of spontaneous branches in untreated cultures with those that developed after application of FGF-2. Branches in the untreated cultures were distributed uniformly along the axon (data not shown) but were rare in the distal fifth of the axon, in all likelihood because the interval between the development of this region of the axon and the time of observation was too short for branches to have developed. In contrast to untreated controls, cultures treated for 2 hr with FGF-2 at 24 or 48 hr after plating and then examined 2-3 d later had branches that were not uniformly distributed along the axons (n ϭ 40 branches per 43 axons at 24 hr; n ϭ 62 branches per 58 axons at 48 hr) (Fig. 5) . Instead, branches clustered in the region of the axon, which at the time of FGF-2 application comprised the distal half of the axon. Thus, although proximal regions of the axon were also exposed to FGF-2, branches were induced preferentially on the distal region of the axon.
Results thus far showed that FGF-2 has significant effects on the size and rate of extension of the terminal growth cone. To determine whether FGF-2 acts locally on the growth cone, we applied FGF-2-coated beads to the cultures and assessed whether beads in contact with growth cones promoted branching. Some of the beads contacted axon shafts, and we observed these regions as well for several days after bead application. Initially, we used FGF-2 covalently bound to polystyrene beads. However, these had no effects on axon branching (data not shown). Previous results showed that FGF-2 can be internalized and transported into the nucleus of neurons (Stachowiak et al., 1997; Mufson et al., 1999) , and internalization is required for some of the biological effects of FGF-2 (Delrieu, 2000) . Therefore, we loaded FGF-2 onto heparin-coated beads, according to established methods (Niswander et al., 1993) . To avoid raising the overall concentrations of FGF-2 through diffusion of FGF-2 from the beads into the culture medium, the beads were applied at very low densities Figure 3 . FGF-2 increases filopodial length acutely on the growth cone and the axon shaft. A, Graph showing average length of growth cone filopodia before and after addition of FGF-2 to the medium. Points on the graph, with SE bars, show average length of all filopodia (ϳ30) on a single growth cone (shown below) plotted at 3 min intervals. Representative images of the growth cone in DIC acquired before (left) and after (right) FGF-2 treatment were chosen from a 1 hr time-lapse sequence. Times on images correspond to those shown in the graph. B, Graph showing average length of growth cone filopodia before and after addition of BSA to the medium as a control. Points on the graph, with SE bars, show average length of all filopodia (ϳ20) on a single growth cone (shown below) plotted at 3 min intervals. Representative images of the growth cone in DIC acquired before (left) and after (right) BSA treatment were chosen from a 1 hr time-lapse sequence. Times on images correspond to those shown in the graph. C, Sequence of time-lapse images of an axon before (Ϫ4 and Ϫ2 min) and after (20 -50 min) addition of FGF-2 to the medium. FGF-2 promotes growth and branching of the filopodium.
to the cultures. As a control, we applied heparin beads that had been soaked in BSA. Very few branches developed after contact with BSA-coated beads, whether or not FGF-2-coated beads were also added to the cultures. For BSA beads alone only, 6% (1 of 17) were in close proximity to branches. Similarly, when FGF-2 beads were also present, only 4% (1 of 25) of the BSA beads were near branches. Although we did not directly measure levels of FGF-2 in cultures with FGF-2-coated beads, these results show that the concentration of FGF-2 in the cultures did not produce an overall bath effect. Therefore, application of FGF-2-coated heparin beads is an appropriate strategy for studying local effects of FGF-2, although the low density of beads resulted in very few bead axon contacts such that a single axon was never contacted by more than one bead. Therefore, in the following data, the numbers of total beads are equivalent to the number of axons examined. Some beads contacted cell bodies, but the fates of these neurons were not monitored.
FGF-2-coated beads in contact with axons or growth cones increased the number of branches only within 10 m on either side of the bead (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 6 ). Along the rest of the axon, whether in contact with a BSA (Fig. 6 A) or an FGF-2 bead (Fig. 6 B) , branches were randomly distributed. Of 12 branches that developed on axons contacted by BSA beads, only 1 branch (8%) was within 10 m of the bead. In contrast, of 28 branches that developed on axons contacted by FGF-2-coated beads, 16 (57%) were located within 10 m of the bead. These data show that FGF-2-coated beads act locally to promote axon branching. Therefore, all further analysis describes branches within 10 m of beads. FGF-2-coated beads were compared with BSA control beads in their ability to promote cortical axon branching (Fig. 6C) . Of a total of 30 BSA beads in contact with an axon or a growth cone, only 1 bead (3%) was located within 10 m of a branch. In contrast, of a total of 44 FGF-2-coated beads that contacted an axon or a growth cone, 16 beads (36%) elicited a branch within 10 m of a bead. These results show that FGF-2-coated beads are highly effective in promoting growth of axon branches. In fact, the magnitude of the increase in branching (ϳ12ϫ) from a point source of FGF-2 beads versus control beads is much larger than the difference between bath application of the growth factor and untreated controls (ϳ3ϫ).
We followed the development of FGF-2-induced branches over 3 d starting from the time when the bead first contacted the axon or growth cone (Fig. 7) . Branches formed within 24 -72 hr after contact between a bead and the axon or growth cone. All of the branches were stable over the entire observation period, grew to lengths that averaged over 90 m, and sometimes rebranched. Branches continued to elongate even when the bead had moved away from contact with the axon (n ϭ 4).
Because bath application of FGF-2 suggested that branches were more likely to be induced on distal regions of the axon, we were interested in whether FGF-2-coated beads were also more . FGF-2 induces branches preferentially at distal regions of the axon. Bar graph compares positions of axon branches elicited with FGF-2 added at different stages of development. Spontaneously formed axon branches were scattered evenly along the axon (data not shown). Branches induced by bath application of FGF-2 tended to cluster at regions along the axon corresponding to positions of the primary growth cone at the time when FGF-2 was applied. Distances are given in relative distances from the cell body and do not denote actual axon lengths. The results graphed were obtained from one experiment (n ϭ 40 branches per 43 axons at 24 hr; n ϭ 62 branches per 58 axons at 48 hr), but each experiment was performed three times with similar results. FGF-2 was applied for 2 hr. Branching was assessed at 96 hr after plating.
likely to elicit branching if they contacted growth cones versus the axon shaft. Measurements of the distances between the distal tip of the axon and an FGF-2 bead in contact with the axon suggest that the closer the bead was to the growth cone the more likely a branch was to develop. The distance between the primary axonal growth cone and FGF-2-coated beads in contact with the axon was recorded as soon as the beads settled, i.e., 3 hr after the beads were added to the cultures. As shown in Table 1 , branches formed near FGF-2-coated beads along the length of the axon. A large proportion of the beads landed on growth cones, perhaps because of the relatively large size of the growth cone compared with the axon shaft. Half of the beads contacting a growth cone elicited branch formation, consistent with results from other studies showing sensitivity of the growth cone to branching factors. However, branches also formed near beads that landed on the axon shaft. The percentages of branches that formed within 10 m of a bead that was Ͼ60 m from the growth cone was lower (ϳ20%) than when the bead was near the growth cone (50%). This tendency suggests that the distal region of the axon including the growth cone is more responsive to branching signals but that branches can also be induced from more proximal regions of the axon shaft. Together, these results suggest that FGF-2 can act on localized regions of the axon to elicit branching and that this branching occurs preferentially in distal regions of the axon close to the growth cone.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that FGF-2 is a potent stimulus for axon branching on cultured cortical neurons that express receptors to FGF-2. Time-lapse imaging over periods of several days showed that bath-applied FGF-2 significantly increased growth cone size and slowed growth cone advance, leading to a threefold increase in axon branching compared with untreated neurons. A previous study of cortical neurons in vitro showed that the terminal growth cone pauses and enlarges in regions from which interstitial axon branches later develop (Szebenyi et al., 1998) . Thus, the present results suggest that FGF-2 may increase numbers of axon branches by enhancing the pausing and enlargement of primary growth cones that determine future branch points. Application of FGF-2 was also able to elicit rapid elongation of filopodia within minutes, showing that FGF-2, in addition to long-term effects on branching, also has acute effects on growth cone morphology that may lead eventually to branching. Local release of FGF-2 from heparin beads confirmed that FGF-2 can elicit branches locally by acting on the growth cone or by eliciting branches directly from the axon shaft independent of effects at the primary growth cone. Together, these in vitro results suggest that interstitial axon branches can be induced locally through the action of a targetderived growth factor that preferentially exerts effects on the growth cone but can also act on the axon shaft.
Neurotrophic factors have been shown to regulate aspects of target innervation, particularly the growth of terminal arbors and collateral axon branches (for review, see Henderson, 1996) . FGFs participate in many aspects of development (Szebenyi and Fallon, 1999) , are widely distributed in the nervous system (Fayein et al., 1992; Eide et al., 1993; Yazaki et al., 1994) , and along with their receptors are present in the developing rat cerebral cortex and spinal cord (Riva and Mocchetti, 1991; Weise et al., 1993; Eckenstein, 1994; Kuzis et al., 1995; Vaccarino et al., 1999a) . Interestingly, FGF-2 increases significantly in the cortex and spinal cord during the second postnatal week when hamster callosal and corticospinal axons undergo extensive branching in vivo (Norris and Kalil, 1992; Kuang and Kalil, 1994) . Receptors to FGF-2 are also present in the embryonic (Raballo et al., 2000) and postnatal (Kuzis et al., 1995) cortex. In a recent study, FGF-2 was found to augment the progenitor pool specific for pyramidal projection neurons (Raballo et al., 2000) . Moreover, FGF-2 knock-out mice show abnormal cortical development (Dono et al., 1998; Ortega et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2000) , although defects in axon branching were not examined. Thus, FGF-2 in the cortical plate may be especially relevant for the differentiation of pyramidal neurons and, in spinal cord and cortical targets, may influence branching of cortical axons. FGFs enhance neurite branching and process length of hippocampal cells (Miyagawa n refers to the number of axon branches found at any part of the axons contacted by beads. Note that branches are distributed randomly along the axons. B, Bar graph showing the distribution of branches along axons contacted by FGF-2 beads. n refers to the number of axon branches found at any part of the axons contacted by beads. Note that branches are located preferentially (57%) within 10 m of an FGF-2 bead but are distributed randomly along the remaining regions of the axons. C, Bar graph comparing the effectiveness of FGF-2 versus BSA beads in promoting branching. Percentages of bead contacts leading to axon branches are calculated for beads only within 10 m of a branch. For BSA beads, 3% (n ϭ 30) were associated with a branch versus 36% of FGF-2 beads (n ϭ 44). Aoyagi et al., 1994; L owenstein and Arsenault, 1996) and induce sprouting of cholinergic axons in the denervated adult hippocampus (Fagan et al., 1997) .
Previous studies have shown that bath or local application of neurotrophic factors can increase protrusive activity on the growth cone and axon shaft within several minutes . Thin lateral processes emerged from the neurites of frog spinal neurons after lamellipodial activity, but because of the short observation periods it could not be determined whether these processes later developed into mature branches. Our observations showed an increase in filopodial length at the growth cone, suggesting that effects of FGF-2 on these cortical neurons can occur within minutes.
Effects of local application of FGF-2-coated beads to cortical neurons showed that the beads had branch-promoting effects within 10 m of the bead contact and that branches were more likely to form when the bead was in contact with the growth cone rather than more proximal regions of the axon shaft. We also found that FGF-2 from a point source (beads) was far more effective in eliciting branches than bath application. In a recent study of axon collateral sprouting of chick DRG neurons, NGF-coupled beads were shown to induce filopodial sprouts ϳ20 m long on the axon shaft within 15-20 min of growth factor application (Gallo and Letourneau, 1998) . Filopodial activity on DRG neurons required sustained contact with NGF beads for several hours. In contrast, we found that a single FGF-2-coated bead in contact with an axon or a growth cone was able to promote a long (up to 90 m) stable branch that often rebranched. Branches continued to elongate even when the bead moved away form its original point of contact. The time course for development of axon branches (over 24 hr) was much longer than for NGF-induced sprouting of filopodia, although filopodia on cortical growth cones also developed within minutes of bath application of FGF-2. Differences in results obtained with growth factor-coated beads suggest that different growth factors may have different modes of action. In contrast to NGF, which is effective when bound to polystyrene beads, FGF-2 must be soluble to have an effect. This is consistent with previous results showing that FGF-2 can be internalized by neurons (Stachowiak et al., 1997; Mufson et al., 1999) . Most likely, in vivo, several growth factors work together in concert in the development of collateral branches.
Local and bath application of FGF-2 demonstrate that branches can be stimulated anywhere along the axon shaft. However, we also found that distal regions of the axon, particularly the growth cone, were more responsive to FGF-2 and more likely to extend branches than other regions of the axon shaft. One pos- The number of branches within 10 m of FGF-2 beads that landed on axons at various distances from the growth cone are shown. The distance from the bead to the growth cone was measured 3 hr after addition of the beads to the culture. The effect of FGF-2 beads on axon branching within 10 m was assessed 3 d after bead application. Figure 7 . FGF-2 beads promote formation of branches from both the growth cone and the axon shaft. A, Images of a cortical neuron at increasing time points after an FGF-2-coated bead contacted the axonal growth cone. At 3 hr after bead contact, the growth cone has enlarged, and at 22 hr several branches are emerging near the site of bead contact. These branches continued to grow and rebranched during the following 2 d. B, Images of a cortical neuron at increasing time points after an FGF-2-coated bead contacted the axon shaft. A branch tipped by a large growth cone formed on the axon at the point of contact with the bead. Note that another prominent branch also developed spontaneously on the same axon. The bead remained in its original position over time until the last time point (75 hr).
sibility is that distal regions of the axon are more labile because of plasticity in cytoskeletal elements. Newly polymerized more labile microtubules are found preferentially in distal regions of the axon (our unpublished observations; Arregui et al., 1991; Brown et al., 1992) . Moreover, direct imaging of microtubules in axons and growth cones has shown that development of axon branches is dependent on local splaying of bundled microtubules and invasion of dynamic microtubule fragments into newly forming branches (Dent et al., 1999) . Thus, regions of relative microtubule plasticity may be particularly responsive to FGF-2. Growth factors may also induce cytoskeletal reorganization at branch points, as shown by local debundling of microtubules and high concentrations of actin filaments in regions of filopodial sprouting by DRG axons in contact with NGF-coated beads (Gallo and Letourneau, 1998 ). The present study demonstrates that FGF-2 has a profound influence on axon branching. Importantly, we provide novel evidence for the role of growth factors in stimulating interstitial branching through effects on axonal growth cones. Previous studies in situ have shown that growth cones are larger and more complex at decision regions in which they change direction or enter targets. In these regions, growth cones undergo prolonged pausing behaviors (Harris et al., 1987; Kaethner and Stuermer, 1992; Sretavan and Reichardt, 1993; Godement et al., 1994; Mason and Wang, 1997; Skaliora et al., 2000) that often lead to development of interstitial branches that extend into targets (Halloran and Kalil, 1994; Yamamoto et al., 1997) . Dissociated cortical neurons in culture also show a dramatic increase in growth cone size during lengthy pausing behaviors (Szebenyi et., 1998; Dent et al., 1999) . After the growth cone resumes forward advance, filopodial or lamellipodial remnants on the axon shaft subsequently give rise to axon branches. The present results demonstrate that FGF-2 promotes branching by enhancing these events. Growth cone pausing leading to collateral branching has been observed directly in callosal target regions of living cortical brain slices (Halloran and Kalil, 1994) . Moreover, our results have shown that cortical neurons express receptors to FGF-2 at appropriate times in development. Thus, growth cones in vivo may pause and branch at cortical target regions in response to FGF-2, a target-derived factor in the developing cortex (Vaccarino et al., 1999b) .
Other experiments in vivo have also suggested a role for FGF-2 in target recognition and axon arborization. Inhibition of FGF receptors in retinal ganglion cells caused their axons to grow more slowly in vitro. When FGF receptors were blocked in vivo, many of the retinal axons failed to innervate their tectal target (McFarlane et al., 1996) . Interestingly, some of the axons showed aberrant early branching. These results were interpreted to suggest that normally a decrease in FGF-2 signaling in target regions slows growth cone advance and switches them from a growth mode to an arborizing mode. Thus, retinal axons that do not recognize their target fail to slow down and hence bypass their tectal target. Because FGF-2 levels decrease at the tectal border (McFarlane et al., 1995) , retinal growth cones in vivo were thought to detect this decrease in levels of the growth factor by slowing their advance. In contrast, our experiments used bath or local applications of FGF-2 to increase levels of FGF-2. Cortical growth cones responded to these increases by slowing their advance and increasing axon branching. Although the present results and those of McFarlane et al. (1996) might appear to be contradictory, both findings suggest that axons can slow their growth and branch into targets by detecting gradients, i.e., either an increase or a decrease in levels of a target-derived growth factor. In future, it will be important to determine the role of FGF-2 in inducing plastic changes in the axonal and growth cone cytoskeleton (Dent et al., 1999 ) that underlie development of interstitial axon branches.
